We propose to use the KLOE data collected during the DAΦNE run at √ s = 1 GeV to search the σ(500) meson in γγ → π 0 π 0 taking advantage of the reduction of Kaon backgrounds.
Introduction
One of the first attempts to describe nucleon-pion interactions within a spontaneously broken SU(2) L ⊗SU(2) R theory was the linear sigma model of Gell-Mann and Levy [1] . The idea is that of writing a Lagrangian of the ψ = (p n) fields introducing chirally invariant terms of the formψ L Σψ R with Σ transforming linearly under chiral transformations: Σ → LΣR † . Since the defining SU(2) representation is pseudoreal, one can write Σ in terms of only four real parameters. The linear sigma model parameterization is indeed Σ = σ1 + iτ a π a , where π a are the three isospin components of the pion and σ is a scalar field possibly associated to some particle in the spectrum. Upon spontaneous symmetry breaking the nucleon gets a mass m N = F π g πN N in agreement with the Goldberger-Treiman relation with g A fixed to be 1 (whereas the physical value is 1.26). F π is the constant, with dimension of a mass, appearing in the potential of the model, the well known Mexican hat potential V = λ/4[(σ
One can show that F π so defined coincides with the pion decay constant.
The drawback is that the artificial σ field appears to be coupled to pions and nucleons suggesting the existence of a new particle to be looked for. The natural process where a σ contribution is expected to be important is the ππ → ππ elastic channel. Unfortunately experimental studies have never provided over the years a clear signal for it and the assessment of σ has become more and more controversial. The indication coming from ππ collision studies is that, if the σ can be considered as a resonance at all, it ought to be an extremely broad (short lived) state. Very recently [2] it has been shown that the ππ scattering amplitude contains a pole with the quantum numbers of vacuum, the σ, with a mass of M σ = 441 +16 −8 MeV and a width Γ σ = 544 +25 −18 MeV. The σ has been looked for also in D decays by the E791 Collaboration at Fermilab [4] . From the D → 3π Dalitz plot analysis, E791 finds that almost the 46% of the width is due to D → σπ with a M σ = 478 ± 23 ± 17 MeV and Γ σ = 324 ± 40 ± 21 MeV. BES [5] has looked for σ in J/ψ → ωπ + π − giving a mass value of M σ = 541 ± 39 MeV and a width of Γ σ = 252 ± 42 MeV. For a summary of experimental data see [3] .
Trying to extend the linear sigma model from SU(2) L ⊗ SU(2) R to SU(3) L ⊗SU(3) R in order to include the strange sector (ψ = (u d s)), one encounters the problem that the fundamental representation of SU(3) is complex and a parameterization for the Σ field having the same form of the one given above requires 18 real parameters. One possibility is to construct a generalized sigma model with 9 scalar and 9 pseudoscalar fields [6] . Diverse solutions of this kind have been investigated in the literature but none of them has proved to be effective in explaining data.
The most successful approach to build a theory of pions at low energies is that of Callan-Coleman-Wess-Zumino (CCWZ) to define Σ = exp(2iT a π a /F π ) in terms of the 8 Goldstones arising from SU(3) L ⊗SU(3) R → SU (3) diag . With this definition of Σ, pions do not transform linearly under Σ → LΣR † . The non-linear realization (one of the infinite realizations, all equivalent at the level of physical results -the CCWZ theorem) of chiral symmetry has proven to be extremely successful in the building of Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT) [7] , the standard effective approach to describe pion interactions at low energies.
The non-linear sigma model excludes the σ field by construction, therefore the role of a σ particle in ππ interactions, as well as in heavy-light meson decays, calls for understanding. Above all, is this a real particle associated to some field in an effective Lagrangian (an exotic states Lagrangian for example) or is it just a pion rescattering effect?
The problem of assessing the existence and nature of this state is not confined to low energy phenomenology. Just to mention a possible relevant physical scenario in which σ could play a role, consider the contamination of B → σπ in B → ρπ decays (possible because of the large σ width). This could sensibly affect the isospin analysis for the CKM-α angle extraction [8] . Similarly recent studies of the γ angle through a Dalitz analysis of neutral D decays need the presence of a σ resonance in the fit [9] .
In this paper we want to highlight the possibility that σ could be found in e + e − collisions at DAΦNE now running at a center of mass energy of 1 GeV, a region where the φ backgrounds are considerably diminished. In particular we examine the e + e − → e + e − π 0 π 0 , γ-fusion channel. This could represent the cleanest technique available for an independent measure of the σ.
The γγ
Our aim is to suggest to extract a σ signal in e + e − → e + e − π 0 π 0 where also ChPT predictions are very solid: the γγ → π 0 π 0 channel has been determined to two loop accuracy in the region of photon-photon c.o.m. energy from about 2m π up to 700 MeV [10, 11] . To perform our calculation of this process we will assume that the σ is not a standard meson, but a crypto-exotic state [12] . In particular we assume that σ is [qq] [qq] where the parentheses indicate a diquark bound in the3 c attractive color channel [13] . Assuming a common spatial configuration and spin 0 for the diquark we have a 3 f configuration for the diquark and3 f for the antidiquark because of Fermi statistics. We can therefore expect to have a full nonet of states 3 f ⊗3 f = 1 f ⊕ 8 f whose exotic content is 'crypted' (we would equally have such a nonet with a standardassignation). Such hypothesis about the σ structure is particularly appealing for two reasons. 1. It allows to obtain a mass spectrum for the scalar mesons (σ, f 0 (980), a 0 (980), κ(900)) which shows an inverted pattern with respect to theone. The experimental spectrum for these states, provided the κ is confirmed, resembles the inverted pattern. 2. Considering the σ to be a meson with a different body plan, qualitatively different from pions, allows to formulate an independent effective theory for scalar meson dynamics [12] escaping the problem of the emergence of σ in ChPT.
Our calculation will be performed using the full matrix element derived by the Feynman amplitudes in Fig. 1(a) . To further test our results, we also adopt the double equivalent photon approximation, see Fig. 1(b) , largely used in the past for studying this kind of processes [14, 15] .
The double equivalent photon approximation is strictly valid when the photons emitted by the electrons (see Fig. 1(b) ) are collinear. On the other hand the results of our, straightforward, calculation are formally valid also for final state electrons selected with a certain p ⊥ . In such a way one should be able, at least in principle, to perform the experimental analysis also in absence of forward electron detectors (electron tagging).
The model dependent part of the calculation is in the γγσ vertex. In Fig. 2 we show how we do parameterize such interaction. Because of gauge invariance, the vertex has the form a/M 2 σ φF µν F µν , φ representing the σ field. In a previous paper [12] the method for the computation of the coupling of a cryptoexotic σ to ρ mesons is traced. The coupling a used here needs not to be equivalent to the A = 2.6 GeV coupling fitted in [12] . A defines the decay vertex σ → ππ. Since we cannot fit a from data we treat it as a free parameter. This doesn't affect our analysis since we will only discuss normalized distributions. In other words the 4-quark hypothesis does not alter quantitatively the nature of our conclusions though it is 
intimately connected to the qualitative picture of the microscopic dynamics of the σ → ρρ decay. The ρ mesons are coupled to photons using a VMD Ansatz, see Fig. 2 . The σ propagation is described by a simple Breit-Wigner function with mass and width taken from E791 data. The cross section can be plotted as a function of several variables. We choose to show the distributions in the missing mass m * , i.e., the invariant mass of the final state e + e − pair and in terms of the invariant mass of the incoming γγ, W γγ .
Results
The reason for plotting the cross section distribution as a function of the missing mass m * of the final e + e − pair, Fig. 3 is that using this variable we can get rid of the most relevant background we have, namely e + e − → ωπ 0 → π 0 π 0 γ. This is peaked around zero in the m * variable and the distribution smearing could still allow the signal from background extraction.
γγ → π 0 π 0 has been computed in ChPT to two-loop level accuracy [10] . We can as well plot the normalized distribution 1/σ * dσ/dW γγ , W γγ being the photon-photon center of mass energy, see tions as prescribed by the double equivalent photon approximation. It is not surprising that the effect of a Breit-Wigner resonance makes this distribution different from what expected in ChPT where the σ can only be simulated by an effect of strong interaction in the ππ channel. Assuming that σ is a propagating particle, with either 4-quark or 2-quark structure, qualitatively changes the dσ/dW γγ with respect to ChPT predictions. Anyway the W γγ region where our calculation differs more sensibly from ChPT could be affected by backgrounds, such as φ → π 0 π 0 γ. This aspect will require a crossed analysis of different distributions, e.g. the one proposed in Fig. 3 .
In Fig. 5 we compare our results to the only existing data set for the σ(γγ → π [15] . Dashed and dot-dashed represent the t and s + t channel respectively in the Feynman diagram computation of Fig. 1(a) . By m * we denote the invariant mass of the e + e − final state pair (missing mass). With a moderate statistics simulation, the four-body phase space of the matrix element calculation converges with more difficulty with respect to the two body phase space of the double equivalent photon approximation.
reweighting the amplitude by an Adler zero factor [16] (s − s A ) where s A = 0.5m 2 π . The resonant contribution should be properly combined with the chiral loop amplitudes to show a more realistic result: the two contributions do not exclude each other. We believe anyway that Fig. 5 enforces the case to require more precise data in this channel.
Backgrounds
Here we proceed to a list of the relevant backgrounds which have to be taken under control in the data analysis. In fact, even if KLOE is collecting data at √ s = 1 GeV, some of the φ decays with at least 4 photons in the final state have a rate comparable to the signal one (we require at least 4γ's in the final state).
• φ → ηγ → 3π 0 γ. At a center of mass energy of 1 GeV the φ is strongly − → e + e − π 0 π 0 cross section distribution calculated convoluting the two-loop σ(γγ → π 0 π 0 ) cross section with the photon distribution functions according to the double equivalent photon approximation. Dashed, dot-dashed and dotted lines represent the same quantity where the two pions come from the decay of a σ produced in photon-photon fusion. In particular the dashed curve is computed for the σ parameters found by E791, the dotdashed corresponds to a M σ = 441 MeV and Γ σ = 544 MeV [2] while the dotted curve is computed with BES parameters [5] . reduced. The cross section for e + e − → φ → ηγ drops by about a factor of 30 [17] from 20 nb at √ s = M φ down to 0.67 nb at √ s ≃ 1 GeV; since the branching ratio BR(η → 3π 0 ) ≃ 32.5%, we have
The cross section in this case drops from 1350 nb to 11 nb according to the indications of CMD-2 [18] . This background is particularly dangerous when K S decays into 2π 0 's (BR(K S → 2π 0 ) ≃ 31%) and K L escapes detection. Considering that in KLOE, about 74% of K L 's decay inside the detector, we get a further reduction of the σ(
which amounts to about 1 nb.
• φ → π 0 π 0 γ. Starting from the KLOE result by a factor 30 at √ s = 1 GeV, we estimate a cross section of about ∼ 10 pb for this channel.
• φ → π 0 ηγ. Given the KLOE result [20] BR(φ → a 0 (980)γ) ≃ 7 × 10 −5 at √ s = M φ , and taking into account BR(η → γγ) ≃ 39.4% and the reduction by a factor of 30, we estimate a cross section of about ∼ 4 pb for this channel.
• e + e − → ηe + e − → π 0 π 0 π 0 e + e − . We estimate a cross section for this process amounting to σ ≃ 13 pb. Such a background should be removable imposing that the 4 reconstructed photons belong to 2 pions going back-to-back in the transverse plane.
The e
+ e − → ωπ 0 channel
Contrary to φ decays, the cross section for this process tends to increase from σ = (0.51 ± 0.07) nb at √ s = 1.02 GeV to σ = (0.56 ± 0.14) nb at √ s = 1.005 GeV, as measured by the SND [21] experiment. In the right panel we perform the same comparison using another variable, namely, the invariant mass of the π 0 π 0 system. The peak is in correspondence of two back-to-back π 0 's; the shape at ∼ 280 MeV is the 2m π invariant mass.
For this reason, and since in absence of a tagging device this process has the same experimental signature as the signal, namely 2π 0 's plus missing energy, we performed a dedicated study of this channel. We consider e + e − → ωπ 0 → π 0 π 0 γ to proceed via VMD e + e − → γ * → ρ → ωπ 0 . This channel has a missing mass peaked at zero. However, the energy resolution of the photons coming from the 2π 0 's modifies this simple pattern. Every photon energy distribution is convoluted with a Gaussian function, where the standard deviation is the energy resolution function of the KLOE Electromagnetic Calorimeter [22] :
The same procedure is applied to the 4 photons generated by the signal e + e − → π 0 π 0 e + e − . Upon such a smearing procedure, no significant change is introduced in the signal distribution, while the δ-function in the missing mass gets broadened but still does not superimpose to the signal region, see Fig. 3 and Fig. 6 where the cross section value σ(e + e − → ωπ 0 → π 0 π 0 γ) = 0.6 nb is used.
It is also clear that the experimental analysis is going to deal not only with the photon energy resolution, but also with the photon efficiency as a function of the energy and of the polar angle given the correct pairing of the final photons to the parent π 0 's. A full simulation of the detector would be in order for a detailed discussion of these issues. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to guess that the same sources of inefficiency are shared by the signal and the background processes.
Conclusions
We believe that KLOE in the low energy DAΦNE run has a concrete opportunity to find (or disprove) the σ in a clean experimental channel, γγ → π 0 π 0 . The scope of our feasibility study is to underscore this possibility and to suggest some data analysis strategies. The crucial interest should be that of investigating the nature of the σ: is it a particle or an effect of chiral dynamics? The comparison with ChPT predictions for γγ → π 0 π 0 illustrates that if a broad resonance is indeed produced in γγ it could be detectable in the low energy γγ region, see Fig. 4 , from the distribution slopes. As soon as smearing is introduced the two curves (resonance-type versus ChPT) will tend to superimpose. This certainly calls for a more selective analysis of data making use of forward detectors to tag electrons. Such devices at the moment are not part of the experimental set-up.
